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EUrich didpand which is described in claim 3 more perfectly ,than:
elsewhere, was to combine a single ratl:lhet wheel. having two-faced
teeth,Wlthtw() pawls which could engage separately or. si'll1llltl1I).eously
with siIigle wheel. The pawls must ,have flat de-
scribed means of engagement must be a flat-faced bar, and ,a spring or
their equivalent, acting automatically. Inasmuch as he has a single
ratchet wheel, he departed from the ratchet hand driU shOWn in the
patent to I. N. and R. N. Oherry, No. 240,575, dated April 26, 1881,
which has two ratchet wheels side by side and a pawl for each. This

the defendants' U·shaped spring, by which pawls and
ratchetwere made to engage with each other. If the substitution of
a single ratchet with the two-faced teeth for a double ratchet wheel
was an inventive act,-and there is thus far in the case, in view of the
history althe patented device, no adequate reason upon which to base
an 2 and 3 contain a patentable invention.
Consolidated Brake Shoe Co. v. Detroit Steel & Spring Co., 47 Fed.
894. .
The defendants' device is that of the Ellrich specification with the

tong spring of Cherry in the form of an inverted U, instead of the bar
and spring of Ellrich. The U spring is a combined bar and spring.
By reason of the curvature, the arms of the bar have a constant
resilient action, or the action of a spring. It is such a variation of
the bar, D, and its spring, as to be within the terms of the specifica-
tion and of claims 2 and 3. The motion for an injunction, pendente
lite, against the infringement of those claims, is granted.

c==:===
BALLOU v. EDWARD A. POTTER & CO.

(Circuit Court, D. Rhode Island. July 22, 1898.)
No. 2,549.

1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT SUITS- DEMURRER FOR WANT OF PATENTABILITY.
A patent will not be declared void for want of invention on demurrer

to the bill, unless it seems clear that under no possible state of proofs
could invention be shown.

2. SAME-MANUFAOTURE OF SAFETY PINS.
The BaHou patent, No. SSO,380, for an improvement in the manufacture

of safety pins, is not so manifestly lacking in invention as to warrant the
court in adjudging it void on demurrer to the bill.

This was a suit in equity by Barton A. Ballou against Edward A.
Potter & Co., for alleged infringement of letters patent No. 380,380,
issued April 3, 1888, to complainant, for an improvement in the
manufacture of safety pins. The cause was heard on demurrer to the
bill.
Warren R. Perce, for complainant
Wilmarth Thurston and Charles A. Wilson, for respondent.

BROWN, District Judge. The defendant demurs to the bill, as-
signing the following
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"t2) That the letters patent Issued to Barton A. Ballou, for Improvement

In the manufacture of safety pins, No. 380,380, dated April 3, 1888, Infringe-
ment of which is charged in said bill of complaint, Is wholly void upon ita
face for want of patentable novelty and invention.
"(3) That said letters patent does not upon its face disclose any patentable

n(Jy(·lty or invention over and above what was, long before the alleged In-
vention of the said Ballou, within the common and general knowledge of the
public, of which the court will take judiC'ial notice, and that for this reason
said letters patent is wholly void upon its face.
"(4) That said letters patent is for a process of manufacture, and is upon

Its face for a process which involves nothing but mechanical operation or
function of certain machines, apparatus, or devices, and is thErefore upon its
face for a process which is not patentable under the ll,l.w. and is wholly un-
warranted by law, and void upon its face."
The claim is as follows:
"The improved process of manufacturing safety pins herein described, con-

sisting in forming the central portion of the wire blank into a body portion,
a, by a die and plunger, swaging one end of the wire to give it a longitudinai
groove, reducing, elongating, tempering, and pointing the opposite end of the
wire by cold-swaging dies, and bending the ends so as to make them engagea-
ble with each other, substantially as specified."
The defendant argues, first, that, each of the operations being old

and well known, there is no invention in performing all of the opera-
tions upon one and the same piece of wire for the reason that there is
no co-relation or co-operation between the several operations. The
complainant contends that, as a matter of fact, there is such co-opera-
tion. I do not think that the court would be justified in finding that
under no possible state of proofs can invention be shown in this case.
Patent Button Co. v. Consolidated Fastner Co., 84 Fed. 189.
Secondly, the defendant contends "that, even if said patent discloses

any invention, it does not disclose anything which is patentable as a
process." The case of Locomotive Works v. Medart, 158 U. S. 68,
15 Sup. Ct. 745, does not seem conclusive on this point. The patent
is not for the mere function of a machine, but for a process which
possibly may be regarded as a compound process, whereby there is
given to a wire blank certain related properties of elasticity and
temper, as well as a certain shape. Blakesley Novelty Co. v. Connecti-
cut Webb Co., 78 Fed. 480. In that case it was said by Judge Town-
send, of a compound process:
"In such a case I understand that there may be invention, if there is such

ohange In the method or arrangement of operation as Involves invention, and
produces a new and useful result."
Conceding that each of the operations was old, the question is

whether, by any possible state of proof, the complainant can show
that his combination or series of operations is new, and produces a
new result constituting an invention. See Cochrane v. Deener, 94
U. S. 780, cited in Locomotive Works v. Medart. While I am of the
opinion that the question of patentability is doubtful, and that there
is much force in the suggestion that there is merely aggTegation rather
than a true combination, it seems to me that upon each cause of de-
murrer there arises a question of invention which may possibly turn
upon evidence, and that, in view of the rule that a demurrer for want
of invention should be sustained only in very clear cases, and that
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doubts should be resolved against the defendant,. the question of the
validity of the patent should be reserved for' final hearing.
murrer overruled. Question of costs reserved.

COMPUTING SCALE CO. v. KEYSTONE STORE-SERVICE CO.
(Circuit Court, W. D. Pennsylvania. June 7, 1898.)

1. PATENTS-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIMS.
When a claim. read In Its common, ordinary meaning, is explicit and
clear,-when there Is no apparent uncertaintY,-there is no room for con-
structlon,or for expert evidence as to the meaning of the claim.

9. SAME-WEIGHING AND PRICE SCAI,E.
The Pltrat patent, No. ::l85,OO5, for a weighing and price scale,construed,

and held not infringed as to claim 12.
8. SAME-COMPU'I'ING SCALE.

The Culmer patent, No. 486,663, for a computing scale, construed, and
held not infringed as to claim 1.

Church & Church, for complainant.
John R. Bennett and H. H. Bliss, for respondent.

BUFFINGTON, District Judge. By this bill the Computing Scale
Company charges the Keystone Store·Service Company with the in-
fringement of claim 12 of patent No. 385,005, issued June 26, 1888, to
J. E. Pitrat,for a weighing and price scale, and of claim 1 of patent No.
486,663, issued November 22, 1892, to J. W. Culmer, for a computing
scale. Bearing in mind the statutory requirement that the patentee
"shall particularly point out and distinctly claim the part, improve·
ment or combination which he claims as his invention or discovery"
(Rev. St. § 4888), we turn to the patent of Pitrat to ascertain from
l5uch patent itself what invention was made and claimed. If we are
able to ascertain those facts from that instrument, we have no need
to go further; for when a claim, read in its common, ordinary mean·
ing, is explicit and clear,;-when there is no apparent uncertainty,-
there is no room for construction. Rich v. Close, 4 Fish. Pat. Cas.
279, Fed. Cas. No. 11,757; United States Glass Co. v. Atlas Glass
Co., 88 Fed. 493.
The patent refers to combination weighing and price scales, which

in themselves were not new in the art, and Pitrat's invention was
for improvements. Without going into the details of Pitrat's sug-
gested improvePlents or a description of scales of that. general type,
it is sufficient to say that Pitrat showed two specific forms, alike
in general features, but differing in details. In both the indicating
beams were pivoted on a frame adapted to shift its position with
reference to the body of the scales. The medium of interrelation
was a connecting rod, which, with the scale proper, retained a station·
ary position. Consequently the movement of .the scale-beam frame
changed the leverage point of the platform weight upon the scale
beam, a,nd so necessitated a change in position of the weight or
weightsupo;nlluch scale beams to secure an equipoise. This scale·


